The Roman frontier in Croatia was the system which comprised roads, forts and watchtowers on the edge of the Danube river. Limes sites in Croatia included Archaeological Museum Osijek, Institute of Archaeology in Zagreb and Conservation Department Osijek. The photographs used in the making of this poster came from the archive of Archaeological Museum Osijek.

The photographs are grouped in the Limes Office photo data-base.

The program aims to detect, register and protect the new, and to document the state of various archaeological sites in the eastern Croatia. The result is the conversance of the first complete ground plan of several military buildings along the entire Croatian Limes. By virtue of modern achievements like satellite technology, aerial laser scanning and air photography more progress could be achieved soon. Hitherto, many current urban centers on the Danube coast have been developed above Roman sites. Therefore, most of archaeological sites in northeastern Croatia. That will be followed by excavation.